Bioreactors for 3-dimensional high-density culture of human cells.
A bioreactor was developed as an instrument to culture human or animal cells that require attachment in a large quantity or at a high density. The purpose for developing such a bioreactor is two-fold: to produce a large quantity of animal or human cells that have been modified by gene recombination technology to accommodate manufacture of physiologically-active substances or human proteins on an industrial scale; and for research to culture animal cells to form a high-density 3-dimensional structure as a morphological or functional tissue or organ entity. In the current report, the circulatory flow bioreactor and radial flow bioreactor (RFB) are introduced, in which the former can be scaled up. As a small bioreactor produced for the latter purpose, a rotary cell culture system and novel multicoaxial hollow-fiber bioreactor are introduced. Finally, a small RFB culture system that was scaled down by the present author and his collaborators for the study of a 3-dimensional high density culture system is described. The RFB can be readily scaled up for manufacturing or scaled down for research purposes. This is a cell culturing system that can induce the functions of human tissues by preparing a high density 3-dimensional organization of cells of human origin.